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Suggested Grade Levels: K–1

My Mother, Your Mother
Lesson Suggestions by Diane Lange
Focus: Rhythmic Improvisation
Materials: Non-Pitched Percussion Instruments (optional)
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Lesson Suggestions
1.	Perform the chant and then improvise rhythm patterns (using the syllable “bah”) for the students to echo as a
contrasting section. Return to the poem and then a new series of rhythm patterns. Repeat this several times, always with
new rhythm patterns for the students to echo.
2.	Discuss the text of the poem and how the class echoing you isn’t much of a conversation. Guide the students to
improvise their own responses to your rhythm questions. Stress that they should not repeat you. You may need to
demonstrate this concept (improvising questions and answers) using puppets or an advanced volunteer.
3.	Practice rhythm questions and answers. You could have the whole class simultaneously answer you (each with their
own response); divide the class into smaller sections to supply the answers; or ask for individual students to respond
to your question. For now, do not limit the duration of the improvised response; just let the children have fun with it.
If you maintain a strong sense of pulse and phrase, the children will likely follow suit. Remind them to be dramatic and
animated in their chants and their bodies (demonstrate with a partner if necessary).
4.	Have students find partners. Lead the class in reciting the poem (to establish the beat) and then let the pairs
simultaneously carry on their rhythm conversations. Repeat this several times.
5. Consider establishing a rondo format so that each pair will be able to perform for the class.

Extension Ideas
•

With a student volunteer, demonstrate an improvised rhythm conversation using non-pitched percussion instruments.
Place students in pairs, giving them a non-pitched instrument or letting them select their own. Review playing
procedures as needed. Have the students improvise rhythm conversations using their instruments. Refine the process to
incorporate the poem before the improvised conversation. Perhaps allow pairs to perform for the class.

•

After students are proficient with questions and answers using the neutral syllable “bah,” have them use
rhythm syllables.
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Suggested Grade Levels: K–2

Peas Porridge Hot
Lesson Suggestions by Donna Dirksing

Peas Porridge Hot
Chant Visual

Focus: Quarter Notes and Rests • Paired Eighth Notes
Materials:
Chant Visual
Rhythmic Notation Visual • Rhythm Sticks • Drums
Rhythm Writing Worksheet

Lesson Suggestions

Peas porridge hot.
Peas porridge cold.
Peas porridge in the pot,
Nine days old.

1. Display the Chant Visual. Chant the poem aloud in this rhythm:

Some like it hot.
Some like it cold.
Some like it in the pot,
Nine days old.
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2.	Have the children clap the rhythm of the poem while chanting it aloud.
Have them clap it again while saying the words quietly in their heads
(audiating the text).
3.	Give each child a pair of rhythm sticks. Have the children tap the rhythm
of the poem while chanting it aloud. Then have them tap it again while
audiating the text.
4. Display the Rhythm Notation Visual.
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Rhythmic Notation Visual
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5.	Clap and use rhythm sticks to tap the rhythm in the same manner as
before. Lead the class to identify this rhythm as that of “Peas Porridge Hot.”

4

œ

6.	Distribute drums to the class. Have the children read and play the rhythm on their drums. When they are confident,
instruct the children to chant the first stanza and then play the rhythm of the first stanza while audiating the text.
Continue in the same manner with the second stanza of the poem.
7.	Instruct the children to echo the four-beat rhythms that you play on your drum. Use rhythms from the poem as well as
others. For example:
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8.	Create a rondo form by using the poem (chanting and drumming) as the A section
and creating a contrasting section by having the children echo you as you play 4, fourbeat phrases. As the children become comfortable and confident with this activity,
invite each child to take turns echoing you individually. You could also have student
volunteers lead the phrases in the contrasting sections.

Name: _________________________ Classroom Teacher: _______________________ Date: _____________

Rhythm Writing
Worksheet
œ œ

Use

œ

,

œ œ , and

Œ to compose
œ your own rhythm.

9.	Distribute the Rhythm Writing Worksheet and pencils. Instruct the students to each
write their own four-beat rhythm pattern using quarter notes, paired eighth notes, and
quarter rests. Assist the children as necessary.
10.	If possible, have the students sit in a circle with their instruments and worksheets. Lead
the class in chanting and playing the poem as the A section and then having one, two,
or four students perform their rhythms (solo and sequentially) in between each
A section.
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Extension Idea
Improvise simple four-beat rhythms: Invite the children to play the poem on their drums. Immediately following the poem,
have all the children improvise 4, four-beat rhythms on their drums at the same time. After these sixteen beats, play the poem
on the drums again creating an ABA form. Consider using the following form as a final performance:
A
Play the poem on drums.
B
Class improvises 4, four-beat phrases together on their drums.
A
Play the poem on drums.
C, D, E, etc.
Individuals improvise 4, four-beat phrases on their drums.
A
Play the poem on drums.
B
Class improvises 4, four-beat phrases together on their drums.
A
Play the poem on drums.
Consider creating a Coda as well.
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Suggested Grade Levels: 1–2

Los Pollitos (The Little Chickens)
Lesson Suggestions by Brian Hiller and Don Dupont
Focus: Quarter Notes and Rests • Paired Eighth Notes
Materials: Triangles
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Traditional Spanish
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Pronunciation
Los poy-ee-tos dee-sen “p-yo, p-yo, p-yo.”
Kwan-do tyen-en ahm-bray, kwan-do tyen-en free-o.

Lesson Suggestions
1.	Tell the students that they will be learning a Spanish Folk Song called “Los Pollitos (The Little Chickens).” It tells the story
of little chicks that are hungry and cold and how their parent takes care of them and make everything okay.
2.	Sing the song to the students. Teach the Spanish text by rote, using the pronunciation guide. Then, teach the song by
rote in two-measure segments.
3.	Draw a beat bar grid as seen in Figure 1, explaining how each line equals one beat. Have the students pat the steady
beat gently on their legs as you point to each beat bar. Next, have the students chant the text as they continue to pat
the beat and you point to each beat bar. Work slowly with the students to discover where there is one sound on the beat
(quarter note), two sounds on the beat (paired eighth notes), and no sound (quarter rest). Draw the rhythmic figures on
the grid as seen in Figure 2.
Figure 1

Figure 2
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4.	Place the students in pairs, labeling one child A and the other B. Have Student A (parent) stand with a triangle. Student
B (chick) stands behind student A. Explain how Student A will play four times when “pio, pio, pio, pio” occurs. Teach the
following movement:
Measures
1–2
3–4
5–6

Movements
Student B leans to the right of Student A, moving fingers to imitate the opening and closing of a
beak four times.
Student B repeats beak imitation, leaning to the left of Student A.
Student B tip-toes counter-clockwise around Student A to the beat (8 steps), flapping their arms
like a chick.

5. Repeat the song and movements with the English text. Have students switch positions and repeat the song and dance.

Extension Idea
To explore the concept of rhythm vs. beat, divide the class into two groups. Distribute hand drums to one group (the steady
beat) and woodblocks to the other group (rhythm). Using the grid created in step 3, lead the class in performing both the
rhythm and beat simultaneously. Encourage the beat group to whisper the word “beat” as they tap their drums. This is an
effective technique to ensure that they don’t play the rhythm! Have the groups switch parts.
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Answer Key
Pomp and Circumstance March No. 1
Rhythm Worksheet
Pomp and Circumstance March No.l
Trio by Edward Elgar
Rhythm Worksheet Key
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